Online Help Desk Aid
CBMS Online Help (OLH) provides descriptions of fields, instructions for data entry, and a glossary of common terms
and acronyms. This Desk Aid presents tips and best practices to enhance your experience with OLH.
Accessing Online Help
There are two ways to access Online
Help:
CBMS Question Mark Icons
1 From any data entry screen or
Related List in CBMS, click the
OLH question mark icon.

2

Knowledge tab in Top
Navigation
If Knowledge does not appear
in your navigational queue,
check the drop-down menu
next to the More tab or search
for Knowledge or a specific
Help page by name in the
Global Search Bar.
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Use the Global Search Bar to find the Glossary, Desk Aids for CBMS processes, or OLH pages by title.

Use this drop-down menu to choose from
Recently Viewed or all Published articles.
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Click headers to re-sort articles.
Hover over Article Title to preview article
content.

OLH Glossary

Use the OLH Glossary to find definitions for common terms and acronyms used in CBMS. The OLH
Glossary is alphabetically separated into three articles: A-L, M-R, and S-Z. To access the OLH Glossary:

Search for Glossary and click the corresponding article based on the first character of the term for
which you are searching, or

Search for the actual term or acronym. This will bring up the applicable Glossary article, as well as
any other places the searched term appears in CBMS.
Once you have accessed the
applicable Glossary article, there are
a few ways to find a term or
acronym:

Scroll down using your mouse
or arrow keyboard keys.

Use an alphabetical hyperlink to
jump down to terms beginning
with that letter.

Use the Ctrl + F command to
search for a specific term on
that page.
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CBMS Title and Page ID Number: The title and Page ID map the OLH page to the actual screen
in CBMS.
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General Information and Navigation Instructions: Provides a high-level description of the
purpose and usage of the page and instructions on how to locate the screen in CBMS.

3

Header Information: Gives descriptions and instructions for icons and other items that appear
in the header section of a page.

4

Field Status Key: Provides a reference for the symbols and letters used for the Field Status
column in OLH.
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Field Information and Column Information: Lists the name of the field (or column for summary
data groups), the Field Status, a brief description of the field (or column), and additional tips
and notes as applicable.
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Button Information: Provides descriptions of the response you get when you click a button. If
the button links to a CBMS screen, the Page Name is a Smartlink to the OLH for that screen.
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Rate the Article: Assist the OLH team by clicking the Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down icon to
indicate whether or not the article was helpful for you.
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Categories: Click the Expand All drop-down menu to see the Categories that have been
assigned to an article. For example, the Earned Income OLH page is assigned the categories
Interactive Interview and Income.
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You Can Help the OLH Team!
Please tell us how we can make OLH better by sending
questions, suggestions, or updates to
cdhs_cbms_onlinehelp@state.co.us.
Keep in mind that this inbox is exclusively for inquiries
about the content or formatting of Online Help articles in
CBMS. Issues with CBMS performance or access are better
directed to your local or State help desk.

